
IFSP CONFERENCE 2021

Malta’s financial services industry has been through a trying year, as indeed has the

entire country. It is now time to take stock and look to the future.

This year we will be meeting online. The conference will also be spread over two

afternoons. What remains constant is the conference sessions dealing with some of

the most burning issues affecting the industry at the moment – at a time when the

industry needs to assess the way the environment has changed, and more importantly

the paths it may take into the future.

Day One starts at 14:00 on 4 March, with the IFSP President Dr Wayne Pisani setting

the tone for the meeting before the Minster for Finance, the Hon Clyde Caruana

looking at the ways in which the country is rising to the challenges of this time of

transformation, before Stephen Attard leads a discussion on the evolving Malta

Business Registry.

Malta at the Crossroads

Conference Overview
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Also on Day One: a discussion on DAC6, and exchange of information in general, and

a fitting closure with a look at MONEYVAL’s assessment of Malta and what comes

afterwards. On the way, we are planning a discussion on another major challenge,

with a session on the best way to effectively work remotely, surely something that’s

exercising everyone’s patience at the moment! 

Day two sees the Opposition Spokesperson for Finance, the Hon Marco De Marco give

his assessment of Malta’s path forward, followed by a discussion on the MFSA’s new

regulatory framework for CSPs. Following a short break, another of the challenging

opportunities for the industry and, indeed, for society as a whole – sustainable

finance – will be examined and discussed, followed by a much needed discussion on

corporate governance. 

Day Two – and the 2021 conference – closes at 17:30 with a wide ranging discussion

on what lies ahead for taxation, in which some of Malta’s leading tax practitioners

share their views on the direction tax policy will be taking, both in the immediate

future and in the long term, given the challenges Malta faces in an increasingly

interconnected and transparent world. 

We may not be able to meet and discuss in person due to the restrictions imposed by

an ongoing pandemic, however this will not stop us looking at where we are and how

the industry is evolving, to take full advantage of the changing world around us, for

the benefit of both the industry and practitioners, and indeed of the country. 

 Join the IFSP as it charts the future!
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Prepare for your online meeting - before the Conference starts, download the

latest conference brochure to have a copy of the Agenda and speakers

biographies. 

Test your computer/laptop before the Conference. Make sure your connection is

working, turning your camera on, and double-checking your mic and speakers.

Keep the Conference Link handy - you should have received this via email. You

will use this link to enter the conference virtual room.

Follow the Conference from a quiet room that’s free from distractions. Make sure

the room is brightly lit.

Use your laptop and not your phone since it’s more steady and keeps you hands-

free to take notes.  Raise your webcam to eye level.

Questions - you may put your questions to the speakers via the Zoom chat

function.

Participants will join the Conference with cameras off and microphones muted .

We would ask that microphones be kept on mute unless the participant wishes to

speak.  Participants may turn their cameras on, however note that people with

bandwidth problems may find that they prefer to keep theirs off.

Fill in our feedback form - this will be provided at the end of each session. 
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Conference Rules



Speakers

Wayne Pisani heads the regulatory and compliance

practice within Grant Thornton Malta, and leading

the financial services tax and regulatory team,

Wayne deals with a wide range of asset protection

and cross-border regulatory and tax planning

engagements for clients ranging from private clients,

including family offices and high-net-worth

individuals, to NASDAQ listed companies in various

industry sectors.  He is the president of the Malta

Institute of Financial Services Practitioners and a

governor of FinanceMalta.  Wayne is a published

author and an active thought leader in the financial

technology space, making regular contributions at

fintech conferences, and has a passion for the

security and technological aspects of distributed

ledger technology.
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Hon. Clyde Caruana was appointed Minister of

Finance in November 2020.  An economist by

training, has held the position of executive chairman

at the State employment agency, Jobsplus, since 2014.

More recently had taken up office as Prime Minister’s

Chief of Staff.  During his tenure at Jobsplus, as

Chairperson, he authored several position documents

and policy papers, which have been central to the

government’s labour force policy.  Additionally, he

was the main driver to implement these policies and

reforms most notably, related to free childcare, In-

work benefits and others.  He had previously worked

at the National Statistics Office between 2007 and

2012. Caruana also lectures in Economics, at the

Faculty of Economics, Management and Accountancy

at the University of Malta.  He has written papers and

articles on the welfare state and the labour market, as

well as related research and consultancy work.  



Speakers
Stephen Attard is a senior partner at GANADO

Advocates and heads the firm’s Corporate Finance

and Tax department. Over the past 28 years, he has

primarily advised international clients of GANADO

on corporate and tax matters in a wide range of

cross-border transactions. Stephen has also

contributed in the drafting of amendments to Malta’s

Companies Act and tax legislation, including tax rules

applicable to companies, yacht and aircraft finance

leases, securitisation vehicles, trusts, and

foundations. He has represented IFSP at various

discussions with the Malta Business Registry over the

years. Stephen is a Council member of the IFSP, and

a part-time lecturer and examiner at the University of

Malta.
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Geraldine Spiteri Lucas is the Chief Legal of the

Malta Business Registry and she heads the Legal Unit.

After graduating as a lawyer from the University of

Malta she read for a Masters in European and

Comparative law. She started her career with a

leading local law firm where she used to offer legal

advice to local and international clients and also

represented various clients, as litigator, before

Tribunals and local Courts. She is involved in

amendments to the Companies Act and also the

trasnpositions of EU directives. She is also a member

of the board of examiners for the Department of

Commercial Law of the University of Malta. She also

acts as company secretary of INDIS Malta Ltd.

Joseph Farrugia was appointed Registrar/Chief

Executive Officer at the Malta Business Registry on

April 2019. He has been working at the Registry of

Companies for the last 32 years.   He was involved in

the transfer of the Registry of Companies from

Valletta to Attard, with the aim of integrating the

Registry of Companies within the Malta Financial

Services Authority. As Deputy Registrar he was also

involved in the overhaul of the Registry’s system

which brought about the creation and launch of a

new online system.  He is responsible for the overall

management and performance of the Registry, as well

as the strategy development and implementation of

the Business Register



Speakers

Juanita Brockdorff since joining KPMG in 2002,

Juanita has worked in corporate taxation, providing

advice to multinationals seeking assistance in tax

matters and related planning. Her work covers both

international and domestic tax issues, extending to

direct and indirect taxation. She has advised a wide

variety of multinationals especially in financial

services industry, namely, asset managers, banks,

and insurance underwriters.
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Mirko Rapa is a tax partner at PwC Malta and

provides tax advice to a wide and varied portfolio of

clients. Over the last 20 years he has provided tax and

corporate advice to companies operating in a number

of sectors and individuals taking up residence in

Malta. Some of the assignments in which Mirko was

involved included assisting a number of leading

multinational groups with tax due diligence exercises

and structuring their operations in Malta. Contributed

to fiscal publications in respect of adequate substance

requirements, transfer pricing, holding companies,

fiscal implications of investing in Malta, exchange of

information and setting up business in Malta. Mirko

also lectured in advanced taxation to students

preparing for the ACCA and the Advanced Diploma

in International Taxation (CIOT) examinations.

Rachel Zarb Cousin is a Director within the Tax &

Legal department at Deloitte. Rachel focuses on

international tax consulting and advises both local

and multinational clients operating in various

industries including financial services and life

sciences and health care. Rachel’s main focus is on

group restructurings, inbound investment structuring

and private equity investments. Rachel is the Grants

and Incentives Leader of Deloitte and her

responsibilities include advising clients on grants and

incentives available locally as well as EU funding. 



Speakers

Claudine Borg Azzopardi  is a Director within our

People & Change advisory and also a counselling

psychologist and executive coach with a business and

commercial orientation. She has significant

experience in supporting leaders through personal

and organisational change, and of personality and

developmental profiling. Apart from teaching

Psychology and Behavioural Leadership at the

University of Malta, she has worked extensively in

the area of transformational change and personality

and development profiling with diverse nationalities

and across industries in the UK, Switzerland and

Malta.
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Claudine Attard is a Senior Manager within PwC’s

Management Consulting Practice with over 20 years

of experience. Between 1998 and 2005, Claudine

worked as a consultant with Management Efficiency

Unit - Government’s in-house management

consultancy organisation within the Office of the

Prime Minister. During this period, Claudine worked

on numerous human resource related assignments

including organisational reviews and restructuring

exercises of Government departments and entities,

training needs analysis, and the development of a

family friendly measures framework across the

public sector. Since joining PwC in 2005, she has

advised clients in different sectors and areas such as

workforce strategy, organisational design, change

management, talent management and performance

improvement, amongst others. Claudine holds a

Master of Science in Organisational Change and

Development from the University of Manchester and

a Bachelor of Commerce (Hons.) in Management

from the University of Malta. 



Speakers

Juanita Bencini is an ex-KPMG Malta partner where

for 17 years she headed the Risk Consulting Advisory

practice. Today, she works as a consultant to the

financial services industry and is a professional

director on boards of regulated entities. Her areas of

expertise include risk management, financial services

regulation, compliance arrangements, corporate

governance and AML. She is the immediate past

President of the Institute of Financial Services

Practitioners in Malta and  Chair of the IFSP's AML

Committee, which was tasked with the drafting of the

Implementing Procedures Part II  sectoral guidance

for corporate service providers.
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Manfred Galdes a lawyer by profession, Manfred has

over the past 20 years held leading roles in the area of

regulatory and AML compliance. During his tenure as

director of the FIAU between 2008 and 2016, he

dedicated himself to refining Malta’s and the EU’s

capabilities in fighting financial crime, both through

his efforts within the FIAU and through his

involvement in several high-level international

committees. Today, Manfred leads a multi-

disciplinary team at ARQ that advises major domestic

financial institutions and top-tier gaming companies,

assisting them in ensuring compliance with a range

of applicable laws. He is also a non-executive director

and chair of the Risk Committee of HSBC Malta plc,

Co-chair of the AML Sub-Committee of the Malta

Institute of Accountants and Strategy Director of the

ACAMS Malta Chapter.



Speakers

Maruska Buttigieg Gili  joined BNF Bank plc at its

inception, setting up the Bank's Compliance and

Internal Audit functions. She also occupied the roles of

Money Laundering Reporting Officer and Compliance

Officer. Subsequently, she was appointed Head of the

Internal Control Department responsible for the Legal

and Compliance Unit, the Risk Control and Oversight

Unit and the Credit Analysis Unit. Ms Buttigieg Gili was

appointed as the Bank’s Chief Risk Officer in 2017.  She

represents the Bank on the Malta Bankers of

Association Executive Committee and other specialised

committees relating to the prevention of financial crime

and risk. She also represents the Malta Bankers of

Association on the European Banking Federation Exco

Financial Crime Strategy Group.  Ms Buttigieg Gili

graduated in Financial Services (UMIST) and holds a

Masters in Economics from the University of Malta. 
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Mario de Marco is Opposition Spokesperson for

Finance. He first contested the General Elections in 2003

and was elected to serve as a Member of Parliament from

the First District. He was appointed Vice-Chairman of

Committees in House of Representatives, a member of the

Public Accounts Committee and the Foreign and

European Affairs Committee. He served in these

capacities throughout the 2003 legislature till 2008.

Following the March 2008 general election, he was

appointed Parliamentary Secretary for Tourism and

subsequently for Culture and the Environment, within

the Office of the Prime Minister. In January 2012 Mario

de Marco was appointed Minster for Tourism, Culture

and Environment. Mario de Marco was once again

elected to the House of Representatives in 2013. In May

2014, he was elected Deputy Leader of the Nationalist

Party for Parliamentary Affairs. Outside politics, Mario

de Marco is a lecturer at the University of Malta with the

Faculty of Laws on subjects related to International Sales

Transactions, Carriage of Goods by Sea, Admiralty

Jurisdiction and Actions against Ships. He is the son of

the late Dr Guido de Marco, President Emeritus and

former Foreign Minister, Deputy Prime Minister and

Deputy Leader of the Nationalist Party.



Speakers

Nick Captur  leads one of Deloitte’s international tax

teams in Malta, focusing on transaction and

implementation support typically to multinational

groups and private clients. His experience is mostly in

Consumer Business, Technology and Life Sciences

industries. He has 13 years’ experience in this field

and was previously in Deloitte’s Financial Advisory

practice in Malta for 12 years. Before then he was

based in London with Andersen’s Corporate Recovery

Services group where he gained 5 years hands-on

operational and management experience in

turnaround situations in the UK and Australia.
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Alexia Farrugia Over the last twenty years she has

worked in the financial services industry with posts

in both client management, market trading and

operations management.  In 2011 Alexia pursued a

Masters in Finance at Trinity College, Dublin where

she specialised in Risk Management. She has since

held executive and non-executive directorship posts

on the Board of a number of licensed financial

services companies and SICAVs. She is an authorised

Risk Manager and MLRO to investment services

firms and financial institutions. and provides these

services with the support of Actaco Financial, a firm

she founded in 2016, which focuses on Anti Money

Laundering Regulation, Risk Management and

governance.  Alexia has lectured Risk Management at

the University of Malta and continues to lecture at

the same university on Securitisation. She is

currently pursuing the Chartered Director programme

offered by the Institute of Directors, UK.



Speakers

Emily Benson was appointed Head of Conduct

Supervision at the MFSA in March 2020, entrusted

with leading the regulator's cross-sectoral supervision

of conduct, as well that of trustees and corporate

service providers. Emily is a UK regulatory lawyer

with over 30 years of experience in the Financial

Services sector, having held senior positions with the

UK’s financial services regulator, a high profile bank

and a leading insurer; she has also worked with

private firms, including a global consultancy firm.
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Malcolm Falzon is a partner in Camilleri Preziosi's

Corporate & Finance practice group. His areas of

specialisation include capital markets, corporate and

M&A, insurance and gaming, and he leads the firm's

DLT and Fintech teams. Malcolm is actively involved

in Camilleri Preziosi's drive to increase awareness

and adoption of sustainable finance principles.

Malcolm joined the firm as a trainee in 2003. Upon

his return from postgraduate studies in 2005, he was

made associate and, in 2013, was admitted to

partnership.

Simone Russo is partner and Group Ceo of Amagis

Capital active in Fintech Advisory, RegTech Products

Development  as well as more traditional finance

through licensed entities. Simone previously worked

in London for some leading investment banks like

Goldman Sachs and JPMorgan, within their Capital

Markets division.



Speakers

Chris Meilak is an economist and accountant, and

leads EY Malta’s Valuation, Modelling and Economics

Team. Chris has been involved in various engagements

on access to funding, including green finance. Chris

undertakes various consultancy projects for public and

private sector entities and is a visiting lecturer in

Industrial Economics at the University of Malta.
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Ryan Borg spent ten years as a diplomat at the

Permanent Representation of Malta to the EU in

Brussels as a Technical Attaché on Financial Services

and then as Financial Counsellor. Mr. Ryan Borg had

the privilege to deal with a number of financial services

legislations and represented Malta in various Council

Working Parties, Commission Working Groups as well

as other EU fora. Mr Ryan Borg has over ten years of

experience in high level relations with the EU

institutions and other relevant stakeholders and was

involved in policy dialogue on economic and financial

affairs. During his posting in Brussels, he also

participated in Ministerial Councils and various

bilateral meeting together with the Minister for Finance

and provided any advice on economic and financial

issues. Moreover, throughout the Maltese Presidency in

2017 Mr Ryan Borg had the opportunity to chair the

Financial Counsellors working group and led trialogues

negotiations with the European Parliament on a

number of legislative files on which political agreement

was reached on some dossiers. 



Speakers
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Etienne Borg Cardona is a certified accountant by

profession. Following a thirty-year career in the

private sector, he set up Capital Advisory, an

independent consulting firm advising on corporate

finance, financial management and corporate

governance.  He currently sits as an independent non-

executive director on boards of listed, regulated and

private local and international companies in various

industry sectors, and is currently reading a PhD in

Leadership and Management at Cranfield Business

School, Cranfield University UK.

Rosanne Bonnici heads firm’s Tax & Immigration Law

Department, also forming part of the firm’s Financial

Services and Corporate Commercial Teams respectively.

She also forms part of the management team leading the

firm’s corporate and trust services group, the Fenlex

Group.  Rosanne graduated Doctor of Laws in 1993, being

later conferred a Master of Arts Degree in Financial

Services by the University of Malta. Her main areas of

practice are domestic and international taxation, wealth

planning, immigration law, corporate and financial

services law.  She is a founder member, past Deputy

President and Fellow of the Malta Institute of Taxation;

founder member of STEP (Malta) and IFA (Malta)

branches; elected council member and Honorary Secretary

of the Institute of Financial Services Practitioners;

member of the International Bar Association,

International Tax Planning Association and the Chamber

of Advocates.



Speakers
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Conrad Cassar Torregiani joined the Deloitte Malta

tax department in 2001 after graduating Master of

Laws in International Taxation from University of

Leiden and Doctor of Laws from the University of

Malta. Today Conrad leads the Deloitte Malta Tax &

Legal practice and is also responsible for the Deloitte

Central Mediterranean Sports & Gaming industry

sector. Conrad dedicates the majority of his time to

the provision of services to corporate groups

established in Malta.  Conrad is the president of the

Malta Institute of Taxation and has delivered lectures

on International Tax law at the University of Malta

and Leiden University in the Netherlands.

Neville Gatt is a Tax and Legal Partner with PwC in

Malta. He joined Price Waterhouse Malta in 1994 after

graduating in law from the Universities of Malta and

London.  He was seconded to the firm’s London office

in 1998 and after his return to Malta was admitted to

the partnership in January 2002. Since 2011, he also

heads the Tax and Legal Unit of the Maltese Firm. 

 Throughout his career Neville has been actively

engaged in advising clients on a variety of complex

tax and legal issues across different industries such as

financial services, pharmaceuticals, health care,

hospitality, manufacturing etc, and specialises in

particular in cross-border structuring projects. He has

also proposed and drafted various changes to the

Maltese tax and corporate regime including

amendments to the Maltese Companies Act, the

Accountancy Profession Act and the Income Tax

Acts, many of which are aimed at improving Malta’s

attractiveness as an international business

centre.Since 1995, he also lectures in Company law

and International and European tax legislation at the

University of Malta.



Speakers

Robert Attard is Partner and Tax Policy Leader, EY,

Central & South East Europe, a tenured senior

lecturer at the University of Malta, a fellow of GREIT

and member of the European Association of Tax Law

Professors. In the IBFD’s 2015-2017 General Report

on the Protection of Taxpayers’ Rights he was

described as a well-known authority broadly

experienced in the practical protection of taxpayers’

rights and a prominent member of the legal practice.

He has served as Visiting Professor at the University

of Ferrara paying lecturing/speaking visits at Queen

Mary (University of London), CTL Salerno (with

Wirtshaftsuniversitat Wien and Naples II) and the

University of Palermo. The Maltese Court of Appeal

has described him as a leading commentator on tax

law referring to his publications in its judgements.

Robert is a published author on tax law publishing

articles in European Taxation, EC Tax Review and

the British Tax Review. He has contributed to several

publications including a book published by Hart

Publishing.  
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André Zarb is the firm’s Senior Partner, a role he

took over in October 2020. His career within KPMG

spans 34 years, with a particular focus on the tax

function, which he has headed since 1993. Over the

years André has advised leading local businesses,

international clients, multinationals and private

equity firms on various tax matters. André has also

regularly advised the public sector on major changes

in tax legislation, and has closely contributed into

developments which helped establish Malta as a

financial centre. In addition, following Malta’s

accession to the European Union he has regularly

advised on EU related fiscal matters. André has also

lectured and acted as an examiner on advanced

taxation matters for the Malta Institute of

Accountants and the Association of Certified

Accountants.



Conference Timetable - 4th March 2021
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Conference Timetable - 5th March 2021
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For more information

For more information about this conference, visit our website https://ifsp.org.mt/conference/ or

contact us on events@ifsp.org.mt.

 

Contact us
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A:  P.O. Box 37, Valletta, VLT 1000

W: www.ifsp.org.mt

E:  info@ifsp.org.mt 
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Seminar Information

Fees: Full conference (Standard rate: €105, Members’ rate: €85)

Single day rates (Standard rate: €70, Members’ rate: €55)

Dates and Time: 4 & 5 March 2021, from 14.00 till 17.30

Where: This conference will be held online on Zoom

Registration: Click here to book your place

 

http://ifsp.org.mt/
https://ifsp.org.mt/events/ifsp-conference-2021/

